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Xima Software's Chronicall is a
robust call history and reporting
suite for Avaya's IP Office. Chronicall
offers a revolutionary set of features
designed to overcome the limitations
of traditional call history and
reporting software. It provides far

A single inexpensive site license allows

more detailed and accurate

you to report on all of your agents,

information than the competition by

groups, trunks, and extensions with

connecting directly to your phone

absolutely no configuration of your

system and logging everything that

phone system.

happens on each call, from the
moment it starts to the second it

With enterprise-class features at a small

ends.

business price, Chronicall is revolutionizing the call reporting industry.

With a thin-client web interface and
no licensing restrictions, Chronicall
is simple to deploy and scale.

Sign up for a free 14-day trial at
www.ximasoftware.com
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cradle to grave

True Cradle to Grave reporting
means that you can expand each
and every call to view its ringing,
talking, queue, hold, and transfer
events; conference call information;
and the agents, hunt groups, and
external parties involved at each
step along the way. You can sort,

Cradle to Grave

search, filter, and rearrange the
tabular data or export it directly to a

As soon as Chronicall is installed, it

spreadsheet program for further

begins recording detailed information

analysis.

about every call that enters or leaves
your phone network. Cradle to Grave

Cradle to Grave is included as part

is an intuitive and simple way to view

of every Chronicall installation.

this information. It shows you exactly

Chronicall can be expanded with up

what happened to any call on your

to four additional software modules

system from the moment the call

that add new functions and options,

arrived at your phone switch to the

allowing you to customize the

instant the call ended.

software to meet your needs.
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standard reports

as you like to find invaluable
information on your calls, events,
conferences, agents, groups,
queues, and trunks.

Each installation of Chronicall gives
you access to these powerful
reports and the intuitive Report

Standard Reports

Scheduler, which tells Chronicall to
run reports automatically every

At Xima Software, we know that

hour, day, week, or month and send

collecting information is only as

them to an email address or save

valuable as your ability to find and

them to a file.

analyze it. Our developers have
created over 50 accurate and vibrant

Reports can be viewed or saved in

reports, charts, and graphs that use

many standard formats:
Adobe Reader (pdf)

everything from the simplest criteria

●

to some of the most detailed and

●

specific statistics available from any

●

call reporting software. You are free

●

to run these reports as many times
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Microsoft Excel (xls/csv)
OpenOffice.org (odt)
IE/Firefox/Chrome (html)
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If you need to find unique report
information that isn't covered by our
Standard Reports, the Custom
Reports module will give you the
tools you need to discover it.

Because you know your business

summaries you want to display, the

better than we do, we've made it

order of columns, the sorting

easy to create, edit, and share any

method used to organize rows, and

report you can imagine. Chronicall's

the data used to create each graph,

custom report creator walks you

is under your control.

through the simple step-by-step
process of creating useful reports.

With so many options and settings

You choose your rows and columns

available, we understand that some

as well as filters to help you

users might need help creating

pinpoint the information you need.

reports. With Xima Care coverage,

Every aspect of the report's layout

the Xima support team is only a

and function, including the report

phone call away.
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Custom Reports

recording library

Recordings like this typically take up
100 KB of file storage per minute.
This means that with only 32 GB of
storage space, you could record an
agent for eight full hours every
workday for two years.

Recording Library

Chronicall intelligently matches
each recording with the appropriate

With the Recording Library module,

call and places a small icon next to

the calls you record with Avaya's

that call's data within Cradle to

Voicemail Pro will be automatically

Grave. Clicking on this icon opens

cataloged and ready to listen to from

an audio player in Cradle to Grave,

within the Cradle to Grave interface.

allowing you to listen to the call
instantly. You can also email

When a recording is created,

recordings as .spx or .wav files or

Recording Library takes the file and

simply download them to play later,

compresses it into an efficient Speex

all without opening any other

(.spx) file, which is optimized for high

windows or programs.

quality voice playback.
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Better manage your business with
real-time monitoring. While the
Cradle to Grave view and
Chronicall's detailed reports allow
you to see call data after calls
have ended, the Realtime module
uses live data about your agents,

With Realtime, you can even run

hunt groups, and queues to

reports on an agent's status information

provide customizable displays and

over a period of time, like idle time,

information at a glance. This is

time spent logged into a group, or time

true real-time; there is no five-

spent in Do Not Disturb status. Since

second refresh rate. As soon as a

these reports plug directly into the

call comes in or an agent's status

familiar Chronicall interface, you can

changes, Chronicall incorporates

start running them right away.

the new data into the unique Agent
Timeline, Group Timeline, and

The Realtime module is sold as a per-

Realtime Stats.

agent add-on to Chronicall.
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Realtime
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